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A characterization of perfect and proper equilibrium points

in zero-sum games

by

E.E.C. van Damme

Abstract

This paper is concerned with 2-person zero-sum games in normal form.- It

is investigated which pairs of optimal strategies form a perfect equili

brium point and which pairs of optimal strategies constitute a proper

equilibrium point. It turns out that perfect and proper equilibria can be

characterized by well-known notions which have been introduced by McKinsey

and Dresher, respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that for n-person nonzero-sum games not all Nash equili

brium points are equally suited to be chosen as the solution. Therefore,

Selten [6J introduced the concept of perfect equilibrium points. Myerson [5J

showed that there exist games with perfect equilibrium points which are

counterintuitive. Therefore, he introduced a further refinement of the per

fectness concept : the proper equilibrium point.

k 00

there exists a sequence {cr }k=l

such that a, is a best reply
~

that a. is a best reply against
~

b.c section 2).

Roughly speaking one might say that an equilibrium point cr = (cr
1

, ••• ,cr
n
)of an

n-person normal form game is a perfect equilibrium point, if there exists a
k 00

sequence {cr }k=l of small perturbations of cr which converges to cr, such that

for each i E {l, ••• ,n} and kE~ we have
k k k k k

(cr l' ••• , cr. l' a . +l' ••• , cr ) = : a . (see remark
~- ~ n -~

An equilibrium point (cr
1

, ••• ,a
n

) is proper if

of perturbations having some extra properties

against ak. (i E {l, ••• ,n}, kE~).
-~

In general it is difficult to verify whether an equilibrium point (= E.P.)

is a perfect E.P. just by using the definition of perfectness (one has to

construct a sequence) and verifying whether an E.P. is proper is even more

difficult. Therefore the question arises whether one can characterize perfect

and proper equilibria by notions that are easier to check.

For proper equilibrium points there is a second reason for wanting a con

venient characterization, which is the following :

In our view any complete theory on noncooperative (and also on cooperative
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games) will have to be based on a set of basic rationality postulates,

such as for example the set given by Harsanyi ([3J chapter 6). When one

demands that the solution of a noncooperative game in normal form should

be a perfect (proper) equilibrium point, then one implicitly assumes some

sort of rationality postulate. From the description of perfectness given

above it is clear that the rationality postulate behind the perfectness

concept should read something like :

you must take into account the fact that slight mistakes can occur; so you

must choose an action that is a best reply against small perturbations of

the strategies, you expect the others to follow.

But what is the basic rationality postulate behind the concept of proper

equilibrium points? Only special perturbations are considered, so you

expect that only particular mistakes can occur. But it is not clear before

hand what kind of mistakes to expect.

In this paper characterizations of perfect and proper equilibrium points are

given for the case of a 2-person zero-sum game.

With the help of these characterizations it is relatively easy to check

whether an E.P. is perfect, resp. proper. Furthermore this characterization

gives insight in the rationality postulate behind the properness concept.

It turns out that for 2-person zero-sum games perfect E.P.'s can be charac

terized by a notion that has been introduced by McKinsey ([4J) and that

proper equilibrium points can be characterized by a notion that has been

introduced by Dresher ([2J). Furthermore, we show that for 2-person zero-sum

games there is essentially one proper E.P., while there may exist several

perfect E.P. IS.

2. PRELIMINARIES

We will be dealing with 2-person zero-sum games in normal form. Such a game

is completely characterized by its payoff matrix which will be denoted by
m n

A = [A .. J. l' . 1·
~J ~= J=

Mixed strategies will be identified with probability vectors. So, the set

of all mixed strategies of player I is

m
sm = {if E lRm ; if (i) ~ 0 for all i E {1, .•. ,m}; L if (i) = l}

i=l
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strategies for player II will be denoted
m n

JR (or JR , no con-

defined similarly; mixed
. h .th 1e. ~s t e ~ e ement of the standard basis of

~

will result). e. is called the i th pure strategy. Vectors will be
T ~

x denotes the transpose of the vector x.

by o.

fusion

. column vectors.
m

If TI E S , then C(TI):= {i E {l, ... ,m}; TI(i) > a}. C(TI) is the carrier of TI.

TI is completely mixed if C(TI) = {l, ... ,m}.

C(o) is defined similarly if OESn and 0 is completely mixed if C(o) = {l, •• ,n}.

The value of the game with payoff matrix A is denoted by v(A) :

y(A) = max
mTIES

min
n·

OES

TTI Ao

01 (A) (OII(A» is the set of all optimal strategies of player I (player II),

that is :

m T
{i, ... ,n} }01 (A) : = {TIES ; TI Ae

j
~ v(A) for all j E

On (A) :
n T

{l, ..• ,m} }= tOES ; e,Ao :S v(A) for all i E
~

Furthermore we define

GI(A) is the set of all pure best replies of player I, given that player II

will choose an optimal strategy. We will call the elements of GI(A) the

essential strategies of player I. GIl (A) is defined similarly.

Now, we will give the definitions of the perfectness and the properness con

cept for the special case of a 2-person zero-sum game.

Definition 1

Let € > O. A strategypair (TI ,0 ) E Sm x Sn is an €-perfect equilibrium
€ €

point in the matrix game A, if :

a)

b)

TI and ° are completely mixed€ IS

V. k
T T d{l, ... ,m} [e. Ao < e

k
Ao .. IT (i) :S

~, E ~ IS IS IS

V. ~
[ITT T

AeQ, .. 01S(j) d{l, ... ,n} Ae. > TI :S
] , E IS ] IS
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A strategy pair (~,o) E Sm x Sn is a perfect equilibrium point in the

game A if there exists a sequence {(E:k,rr ,0 )}k T such that
E:k E:k E ~

i) E:
k

> 0 (kE:N), lim E:
k

= 0
k-+oo

ii) lim
k-+ oo

lim (j = 0
k -+ 00 E:k

iii) (~ ,0 ) is an E:k-perfect equilibrium point Of A (kE~).
E:k E:k

Definition 2
m nLet E: > O. A strategy pair (~ ,0 ) E S X S is an E:-proper equilibrium point

E: E:
in the matrix game A if

a) ~ and 0 are completely mixedE: e:

b) V. k
T T (i) ~ (k)J

{1, ..• ,-m} [e. Acr < e Acr ~~ ~ E:
~, E: ~ E: k E: E: E:

V. ~ {l, ... ,n}
[~T Ae. > ~T Ae~ ~ 0 (j) ~ E: 0 (~)J

J, E E: ] E: E: E:

A strategy pair (~,cr) E Sm x Sn is a proper equilibrium point if it is the

limit of a sequence {(e:k'~ ,0 )}k T of E:k-proper equilibrium points (in the
E:k E:k E ~

sense of definition 1 i) , ii) )

Remarks

a) Selten [6J has shown that any n-person game in normal form pll:rssesses at>

least one perfect equilibrium point. Myerson [5J has shown that any

n-person game in normal form p05.sesses at least one proper equilibrium

point.

b) Selten [6J has shown that (rr,o) is a perfect equilibrium point of the

game A if and only if there exists a sequence {(E:k'~ ,0 )}k · thatE:k E:k E ~

satisfies i) and ii) of definition 1, and

(kE:N )

(kE:N )

and (~ ,0 )k is a sequence of
E:k E:k Elil

E:k-proper equilibrium points converging to (~ 0), then one may easily

show that ~ is a best reply against 0 if E:
k

is sufficiently small.
E:k

,
iii) ~ is a best reply against 0

E:k
o is a best reply against ~

E:k
c) If (~,cr) is a proper equilibrium point
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We noted already that perfect (proper) equilibrium points can be charac

terized in terms of a concept introduced by McKinsey (Dresher). We now

define these concepts, first the one given by McKinsey (see [4J , p.84).
mLet a matrix game A be given. Let 1T

1
, 1T

2
€ S .

We say 1T
1

dominates 1T
2

, if we have :

i) V. [1T~ ~
T

Aej J
J € {1, •.. ,n} Aej

1T
2

T T Jii) 3. {1, ••• .-n} [1T 1 Aej > 1T
2

AejJ €

We say : 1T is a best strategy (terminology of McKinsey) for player I if 1T, ;-

is an optimal strategy and 1T is not dominated by any other strategy 1T • It

is not difficult to see that best strategies always exist. The set of all

best strategies for player I in the matrix game A will be denoted by B (A).
I

The set of all best strategies for player II is defined similarly and

will be denoted by Etr'A).

Next, let us explain Dresher's procedure for selecting a particular optimal

strategy for each of the players. We only outline this procedure for player I.

The idea behind it is the following :

If player I is rational he will choose an optimal strategy. Likewise, player II

will cert~~),..cll 0Illy choose strategies 0" with C(0') C GIl (A) •

Given that player II behaves this way all optimal strategies of player I

are equally good. To discriminate between the optimal strategies of player I

we assume that player II will make mistakes and we search for an optimal

strategy of player I that exploits these mistakes optimally. Therefore the

essential strategies of player II are deleted from the game and it is in

vestigated which optimal strateg~es are (within the set of all optimal stra

tegies) optimal in this new game. This procedure is repeated, until one op

timal strategy is left.

Remark that, if player I chooses a strategy according to Dresher's proce

dure, he implicitly assumes that player II will make his mistakes in a

very particular way, namely he makes his mistakes in a rational way.

To state this procedure mathematically, we first introduce some notation.
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For an arbitrary m x n matrix B it is well-known that 0I(B) is a convex

polytope. Hence, 0I(B) has a finite number of extreme points. This set of

extreme points will be denoted by EI(B) and we will write:

(all ~. (B) distinct)
~

RII (B)= {r1 (B), ••• ,rn(B) (B)} (all r. (B) distinct)
~

For a set S, we denote by lsi the number of elements of S and by ch(S) the

convex hull of this set.

For a matrix game A the procedure runs as follows

Define A(O): = A

For t = 0,1,2, .••••

Determine EI(A(t» and RII(A(t».

and

E (A (t) )
I '

R (A(t»
II

the pure strategy set of player II is

the payoff matrix is given by :

If I.Er (A (t) ) I > 1 and IR
II

(A (t) ) I > 0 then construct a new matrix game A(t+l)

tn· which :
the pure strategy set of player I is

~. (A (t) )TAr. (A (t) )
~ J

i' E {1, ••• ,m (A (t) )}

j E {i, .•. ,n(A (t»}

Let t 1 (A) be the number at which the above procedure stops. We define

DI(A) : = ch (E
I

(A(t1 (A»).

We call the elements of DI(A) the D-optimal strategies for player I in

the matrix game A.
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Reversing the roles of the players we obtain the procedure for finding

the set of all D-optimal strategies for player II. This set will be

denoted by DII(A).

Two simple properties of D-optimal strategies are given in the following

lemmas:

Lennna 1

Assume ~1' ~2 E DI(A).
T T

Then ~1 Ae
j

= ~2 Ae
j

for all j E {l, •.• ,n}

Proof

I (t (A» IAssume ~1 # ~2· So EI(A 1 ) > 1.

Hence, we must have !R
II

(A(t1 (A»>I= O.

But this means

(.-_ t 1 (A) ( )
'\:.f G (A t ) = {e~-

t=O II J
j E-{l, ••• ,n}}

Now, let j E {l, ... ,n} and let t be such that ejE GII(A(t». Since

~ ~ D (A) h 0I(A(t»."1'''2 E I ' we ave ~1'~2 E

T(t) T
Hence 1T 1 Aej = v (A ) = ~2 Ae

j
_ 0

Lemma 2

Proof

Obvious o

In the following example we show that these inclusions may be strict.

Example 1

Consider the game with payoff matrix

( 1 2 3 )1 1 4

We have e
2

E B
I

(A) , e 2 I. DI(A)
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3. THE CHARACTERIZATIONS

We will first prove that perfect equilibrium points correspond to pairs

of best strategies, in the sense of McKinsey.

Theorem 1

Let A be a matrix game.

Then (TIO'oO) is a perfect equilibrium point of A if and only if TIO € BI(A)

and 0 0 € BII(A).

Proof
nAssume TIO i BI(A), 0 0 € S •

If TIO i 0I(A) then (TIO'oO) cannot be an E.P.

SO,assume TIO € 0I(A) and let TI dominate TI
O

•

If {oEk}k€~ is a sequence of completely mixed strategies converging to 0 0 ,

then

Therefore, (1f,a:}',cannotbeaperfect equilibrium point (see remark b~ of section 2)

Next, assume TIO € BI(A) , 0 0 € BII(A).

We will construct a sequence {o}k of completely mixed strategies con- ,
Ek E~

veE9ing. to 00,sueh -that TIO is a best reply against every element of this sequence.

To that end define an m x n matrix B by

T T
(i {l, ... ,m}, j {l, ••• ,n})Bi · = e. Ae. TI

O Ae. E E
J ~ J J

We have

T BO=TIT T (TI m Sn)TI Ao - TI
O

Ao € S ,a €

Let TI E 0I(B). Since TIO is not dominated by TI, we have

T
Be. S 0 for all j € {l, ... ,n}TI , or

J
T Be. 0 for jE{l, ... ,n}TI < some .

J
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Hence v(B) ::;; O.

Since ~~ Ba = a for all a E sn, we have v(B) = O. Therefore, if ~ E ° (B),
T I

then ~ Be. ~ a for all j E {l, ..• ,n}.
J T

Since ~O is not dominated ~ Be. = 0 for all j E{l, ••• ,n}.
. J _

So GII (B) ={ef i :i€J1, .-.nHan,Q. consequently there exists an element a of 0u (B)

that is completely mixed.
-1 _

Let a
E

:=(l+E) (aO+Ea) (E>O)

Then a is completely mixed, and it is not difficult to verify ~~ (in game A)
E

~O is a best reply against a
E

.

We will now prove that proper E.P.'s correspond to D-optimal strategies

Theorem 2

Let A be a matrix game.

Then (~,aX is a proper equilibrium point of A if and only if ~ E DI(A) and

a E D
U

(A) •

Proof

E > Ek , then (~ ,a ) is an E-proper equilibrium point. So for any
Ek e:k

o there exists an E-proper equilibrium point (~ ,a ) such that
E E

= (~,a). In the sequel it will be convenient to consider such

E >

that ~ E ° (A(t» for all t E {0,1, ..• ,t
1

(A)}.
I (0)

Since (~,a) is an E.P., we have ~ E 0I(A ).

Let 0 < t::;; t
1

(A), assume ~ E ° (A(s» for all 0 ::;; s < t and assume ~ i 0I(A(t».

Let ~O E 0I(A (t» • We will pro~e that ~~ Aa
E

> ~T Aae: if e: is suffi-

ciently small. This will give a contradiction with remark c) of section 2.

We have if a ::;; s < t and e
j

E G
u

(A (s», then

Without loss of generality we may assume A,: > 0 for all i,j.

So V(A(t» > 0 for all t E {O,1, •.. ,t
1
(A)}~J

Assume (~,a) is a proper equilibrium point of A.

Let {(~ ,a )}k be a sequence of Ek-proper equilibriumpoints converging
Ek Ek E:N

to (~,a).

If

lim (~ ,a )
e:+O E e:
a sequence {(~ ,a)} O.

E e: e:>
We will prove by induction

T
~ Ae.

J
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Since, ~ i 0I(A(t», ~ € ° (A(t» there exists e,€ G (A(t» sucho I' J II
that

~T Ae < ~T Ae = V(A(t»
" j "0 j

If we have that

T
S

T
~ Ae. ~O Ae.

J J

for all e
j

€ R (A(t-1» then
II '

T T
~ Acre" < 1f0 Acre:

and we obtain the desired contradiction.

th · ( (t-l) h th tSo, we assume that ere ex~sts some e
j

€ R
II

A suc a

We define the sets H, I and K by

H = {j;'E.!.€ R (A(t-1» T V(A(t»}1f Ae, >
J II J

I ={j;e.€ R (A(t-1» T V(A(tY)}1f Ae =
J II j

K = {j;e ,€ R (A(t-1» T V(A(t»}1f Ae., <
J II ]

Furthermore, let j . € K be such that
e:

(H~0 , by assumption)

cr . (j)
e: e: = min

j€K
cr (j)

e:

and let 0 > 0 be':such that

If k € K, h E H, then
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So if € is sufficiently small

Therefore we must have

(J (h) ::;; €(J (k)
€ €

~. (j)
e:L

e.ER (A(t-l))
J II·

cr(j) =
e:

For ej E R
II

(A (t-l)) define

(J (j)
€

We will prove

T?Aa<V(A(t))
€

We have

::;; V(A(t)) - 0 L cr (j) + €(max ~T Ae.) (J

j E K € jEH ] €

(c
1
,c

2
positive constants)
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So if € is sufficiently small

I TfT-AO (j) < r
€

e R (A(t-l)) e R (A(t-l))
j, E: II j E: II

And hence

TfT Ao (j)° €

T
Tf Ao

€

This is the desired contradiction. So we must have Tf E: Dr(A). Similarly,

we can prove a E: Drr(A).

. ° ° ° °be an €-proper equilibrium point such that l~m(Tf ,0 )=(Tf ,0 ).

°
€ €

e:+

Next, assume Tf E: Dr(A),O E: Drr(A).

Let (TfO,oO) be a proper equilibrium

a) of section 2).

° °For €>O let (Tf ,a )
€ €

point in the matrix game A (see remark

From this sequence we will construct a sequence (Tf ,aD) of IE-proper equi-° € e:
librium points converging to (Tf,a ).

To that end, define

TfO(i)
= min { --_€_-

TfO(i)-Tf(i)

A = (1-1E) min{l,~ }
e: e:

i such that TfO(i)-Tf(i) > °}_

and set Tf
€ ° °= Tf + A (Tf-Tf )

€ €

Then Tf is completely mixed and lim Tf = Tf.
e: €

€ +0 _- 0
We will prove tilat ('IT _,0 ) is a IE-proper equilibrium point if 1::"- is

€ €

sufficiently small.

First assume i,j E: {l, ••• ,n} are such that
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Then

Which means

By athe result of the first part of the proof,_we have 1T EDI(A). So (by lemma 1):

T
1T Ae.R, for all ~ E {l, .•. ,n}.

Therefore we must have

a a
Since (1T ,0 ) is an IS-proper equilibrium point

IS IS

Now assume i,j E {l, •.• ,m} are such that

We have to prove that

1T (i) s IE . 1T (j)
IS IS

section 2). Hence by lemma 1 1T is a best reply against
a a

~ E C(1T) U C(1T ), then ~ is a best reply against 0 •
IS

Therefore, i t C(1T) U C(1T
O)

aIf j t C(1T) U C(1T ), then

aIf IS is sufficiently small, then 1T is a
a

best reply against 0 (remark c .
a IS

o . So, if
IS

1T (i) = 1T
O

(i) and 1T (j) = 1T~(j), so
IS IS IS ~

1T (i)
IS

IS 1T
O

(j) = IS 1T (j)
IS IS

s IE 1T (j)
IS
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so, assume j E C(~) U C(~o).

We will prove that in this case £~O(j) $ IE~ (j).

We have ~O(j) = ~ (j) + X (~O_~) (jf. £
a £ £ £

If (~ -~) (j) S 0, then the assertion is true.

So, assume (~O_~) (j) > O.

Then we have

Hence,

But then we have

Hence, {(~ ,OO)} is a sequence of IE-proper equilibrium points conver-
£ £a £>0

ging to (~,o ).

Applying a analogous procedure once again, we can construct a sequence of

~-proper equilibrium points converging to (~,o). Hence, (~,o) is a proper

equilibrium point.

Combining theorem 2 with lemma 1 we see that if (~,o) and (~O,oO) are

two proper equilibrium points in the matrix game A, then

T T
for all j {l, ... ,n}~ Ae. = ~O Ae. E

J J

T
Au

T
for all i {1, .•• ,m}e. = e. AO

O
E

1. 1.

o
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so, essentially there is only one proper equilibrium point. In example 1

we see that in general there can exist more perfect equilibrium points.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Let f ; = (Ll, ..• ,L
n

,U
1

, ••• ,U
n

) be a finite n-person game in normal form.

Let S. be the set of all probability distributions on L..
~ ~

We use L . (S .) as an abbreviation of \lx •.•x \. l x\. lx ••• xL._~ _~ L L~_ L~+ n

(Slx ••• xS . l XS . lx ••• xS ). If TI = (~l, ... ,TI ) E Sl x ••• x S , then we write
~- ~+ n n n

TI . for (TIl' •.• TI. l' TI. 1' .•• ' TI ) and TI = (TI., TI . Yo
-~ ~- ~+ n ~ -~

As in section 2 we can define a dominance relation
,

If TIi,TIi E S. , then TI. dominates TI. if
~ ~ ~

~.
,

VO_iEL_i U.(TI.,o.) 2: U.(TI.,o .))
~ ~ -~ ~ ~ -~

t
,

3
o-iELi

U.(TI.,o .) > U.(TI.,o .))
~ ~ -~ ~ ~ -~

Assume (TI 1 , .•• ,TI
n

) E Sl x ••• x Sn is a Nash equilibrium point of f. It is

easy to see that, if (TI
1

, .•• TI
n

) is a perfect equilibrium point, then no

TI. is dominated by any other strategy.
~

Moreover, if n=2, then we can prove (just as in the proof of theorem 1)

that the converse is also true ;

if both TIl . and TI 2 are not dominated, then (TI
1

,TI
2

) is a perfect equilibrium

point.

Hbwever, if n>2, this converse is not necessarily true, as we see in follo

wing example

Example 2
Sl S2 Sl S2

c/'1 1,3,0 0,0,5 c/'1 1,3,0 4,4,0

c/'2 0,0,0 0,0,0 c/'2 3,0,3 3,0,3

Yl Y2

(player I chooses a row, player II a column, and player III a matrix)
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Then the triple (a2 ,S1'Y2) is an equilibrium point.

It is easy to verify that the three strategies that occur in this triple

are not dominated. However, this E.P. is not perfect.

The search for a convenient characterization of perfect and proper equi

libria in n-person games in normal form is a subject of current research.

For proper equilibrium points such a characterization is important, since

proper equilibrium points in normal form games induce, - II almost per.;.

feet" equilibrium points of games in extensive form. For an investigation

on this subject see van Damme [1J.
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